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Do you have a great idea for an awesome t-shirt line? Or maybe you want to start a clothing line as

fast as possible without having to waste hours of time and money going in the wrong direction? Well

you're in luck! The only guide you'll ever need is right here, and we promise it will help you

understand everything you need to know about how to start a clothing line.The T-shirt Black Book is

the ultimate resource for startup entrepreneurs who want to learn how to create a successful

clothing line. We've helped startup clothing lines build their dream businesses and achieve financial

freedom. Our goal is to provide you with in-depth, relevant content and give you tools you can use

today to kickstart your clothing business! Learn about pricing, fashion design, planning, design

clothes, and making money with a clothing line.
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This book gives great insights into the clothing industry but also even better business advice. David

does a great job explaining his story, how he has been successful and straight to the point of what

needs to be done to get started. His writing style is really relatable and this is a book you can read in



2 days. He has outline exactly where to go and what to do when looking for designers, growing

social media, finding screen printers, and even setting up your online store!David is a very

successful individual with a wide range of interests in business. The advice he gives in this book

can be used for a variety of different ideas!I believe you will find this book inspirational and really

enjoyable to read for startup entrepreneurs , marketers, designers, artists, and creators!

While I was once extremely intimidated about starting my own clothing line, after reading this book, I

am now more excited than ever. When I first decided I wanted to start a clothing line, I felt like a

chicken with its head cut off... But thankfully I found "The T-Shirt Black Book" and it screwed my

head back on and pushed me in the right direction, and details how exactly to navigate the "seams"

(har har).Who wants to buy a T-shirt? Booty-hugging pants? Aprons? ;)

A must-buy if you're adventuring into a T-shirt start-up.There's a lot of insight in this book that will

put you on the right path to successfully starting and sustaining a t-shirt brand, as well as

developing and maintaining a strong online presence.Knowledge and advice from someone who

has been there and done that.

This has been a great resource for developing my very own fitness clothing line. rather than learning

from all the potential mistakes one would make in establishing a clothing company, read this book,

save some time, and skip through the unnecessary steps / mistakes one might make.

If you're looking for a successful how to book, and not just an ordinary one.But one that actually has

proven practices.I would strongly recommend this!Strong selling point for me was the price as well.

I highly recommend this book to anyone wanting to create a successful clothing line. David's Black

Book clearly guides you through the process from start to finish and his attention to detail leaves no

questions unanswered.

This book delves into the critical aspects of starting a successful clothing line that other books tend

to ignore. Codamo expertly shares his key insights into what typically can be a cumbersome

industry.

Easy read and so detailed. Not full of personal information from the author that cant help you at all.



Just straight forward information for you to use in your journey.
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